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Abstract.
The analytic representation fo r  the amplitude characteristics o f  the nonlinear second harmonic o f  horizontally 
polarized bulk shear waves is obtained in transversely isotropic elastic medium. With the use o f  heuristic 
principle o f  generalization in the fuzzy sets theory a fuzzy evaluation o f  the amplitude levels o f  nonlinear 
anharmonic perturbations is constructed on the assumption that the approximate experimental values fo r  the 
elastic modules o f  the second and third order fo r  the medium describes the normal trapezoidal fuzzy intervals.
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Introduction
Consideration of the different uncertainties in the values of the parameters of nonlinear models 
of solid mechanics is one of important areas of research for this research sector, in particular for a 
number of practical applications of the corresponding results of mechanics and mathematical 
modeling. This problem has a number of aspects, which include uncertainties effect problem in the 
parameters values of deformable material on endogenous characteristics of a wave deformation 
processes, as for many types of materials, primarily for geological materials and composites, 
characterized by a significant variation in the experimentally determined values of the physically- 
mechanical constants [1 - 3]. Thus, the same classified materials often differ quite significantly in 
chemical composition, structure, forming on specificity and morphology. Accordingly, they have 
different deformation parameters. The coal seams and the main types of outside rocks have 
significantly different mechanical properties even within a single field of coal mining [3]. For 
composites uncertainty in the mechanical properties occurs due to the technological features of 
manufacture. Problems of fuzzy mathematical modeling in wave mechanics of deformable media 
primarily is to evaluate variations in endogenous characteristics of wave processes used in the wave 
sensing technology, geoacoustics, of ultrasonic flaw detection.
Uncertainty in mathematical models of the natural sciences is implemented using methods of 
probability theory and mathematical statistics [5], and methods 
of fuzzy mathematics [6 - 9]. Fuzzy sets theory methods are used at the moment (in the least?), but 
they have certain features in the form of a priori possibilities of operating directly with fuzzy 
variables, rather than their average integral characteristics. In this context, represented in the study 
relates to the problem of fuzzy evaluation of the amplitude levels of nonlinear anharmonic 
perturbations generated in the propagation of stationary bulk elastic waves in transverse isotropic 
elastic bodies in the framework of the hypothesis about the interpretation of fuzzy approximate values 
of the elastic constants of a nonlinear deformable media using normal trapezoidal fuzzy interval [10 , 
1 1].
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1. Formulation and Solution of Problem
At the initial stage of the presented investigation a model for generating non-linear second 
harmonic in the propagation o f stationary bulk deformations waves in the occupying coordinate space 
Oxjx2x 3 transversely isotropic elastic medium is considered. The model takes into account effects of 
geometrical and physical nonlinearity [3, 12]. The relationships of the investigated model formulated 
in relation to the case of wave propagation along the direction O x1 in the plane of isotropy Oxjx2 in 
transversely isotropic elastic body. The model is based on the tensor representation of potential U of 
transversely isotropic elastic medium with quadratic and cubic terms at the finite deformation e jq
Tensor coefficients cjqlm and cjqlmnp for transversely isotropic medium are expressed through 
five independent elastic constants of matrix type cu , c12, c13, c33, c44 of the second order, and 
nine independent elastic constants of matrix type cm , c112, c113, c123, c133, c144, c155, c344 , c333 of
Dimensionless coordinates xj (j = 1,3), obtained by dividing on the parameter of linear 
dimension R* are used which are used in the study.
For the components u j(x1,t)  (j = 1,3) of the dimensionless vector of dynamic elastic 
displacements in the studied waves normalizing parameter is used
A further study uses the concept of characteristics representation of the of the dynamic stress- 
strain state of a transversely isotropic deformable body with two lower members of the power series 
expansions of the small parameter 8 = u*/R* ( 8<< 1).
On the basis of presented hypotheses the relations of investigated models are in the private 
forms of representations of the elastic potential and defining relations, that are written as
U  =  ( 1 / 2 )  • c jqlm S jq S lm +  ( 1 / 6 )  ■ c jqlmnp6 jq S lmS np> 
6 jq  =  (1  / 2 )  • ( u j,q  +  u q,j +  u p ,ju p ,qX
,e  inS lm s
(1)
the third order. The symmetry of the tensor of the elastic constants of the second and third order is 
described in [13].
The model also includes the defining relations
a  jq =  (SU /  5u j,q) = a ® + a ( n), (2)
a  jq = c jqlmu l,m, (3)
(4)
u * = max |u j(x1,x 2,x 3,t) |- (5)(x1,x2,x3,t)
(6)
(7)
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To obtain dimensionless characteristics of the mechanical stresses the normalization parameter c* is 
used.
By using the reception equating in the equations of motion components of the same order in 
the small parameter 8 , the problem of describing the anharmonic perturbation is reduced to a 
recurrent sequence of differential equations for the first (linear) and second (nonlinear) 
approximations.
In the case of the spread in the direction of linear shear waves with horizontal polarization
u20) = u2(x1,t) = u20 exp(-i(rot -  kx1)), u (0) = u30) = 0, (8)
and using the representation
uj(x1,t) = u(0)(x1,t) + 8u(1)(x1, t), (9)
equations of the first and second approximation take the form
(1/2)(c11- c 12)u2o1)1 -p u (20) = °- (10)
c11u (11)1 - Pu((1) = - (c11 + (1/4)(c111 - c112))u 2(0i) u ^  . (11)
The first linear harmonics and second harmonics - nonlinear anharmonic perturbations 
respectively have representations
u20) = u 20 exp(-i(rot- (2Q2/(cu - c^))1^ ) ) ,  (12)
u(21) = iu2023/2cl/2R,rop-1/2 •S(c11,c12,c111,c112)exp(-i2(rot -  (2Q2/(c11 -  c12))1/2x1)) (13)
Q2 = pro 2R 2 /c*,
S(c11,c12,c111,c112) = (1/8-1/(c11 -  c12))(c11 -  c12)3/2 /(c11 + ( l/4 )(c111 -  c112)). (14)
These representations describe the nonlinear second harmonics for horizontally polarized shear 
bulk waves as the wave motions of the shear-longitudinal (P-SV) type along considered propagation 
direction with the doubled frequency and the wave number of the first harmonic. The second 
harmonics have also the phase shift with respect to the normal linear waves of torsion.
The amplitude levels for the second-harmonic waves is proportional to the square of the linear 
shear-wave amplitude multiplied by the subject fuzzy parametric estimation factor »(c11,c12,c111,c112) . 
Thus the fuzzy kinematical characteristics of nonlinear anharmonic perturbation for the shear bulk 
waves are describes.
The obtained analytical representation within the concept of applying the methods of the theory 
of fuzzy sets is used for the fuzzy evaluation of the amplitude level of the second harmonic based on 
the principle of heuristic generalization that allows to extend the domain of classical functional 
display on the fuzzy subset xi of the universal set.
The principle of heuristic generalization in the general case for the classical function of several 
variables ~ = f(x1,x2,...,xi,...,x„) has a form
^y(y*) = t smp  ^ (x*),|ix2(x2 ) , . . , M < )} (15)
f ( x j  ,x 2 ,.. . ,x n )= y
x, esupp ~i, i=1,n
suppxi = [xi,xi].
It describes a method of membership functions obtaining of fuzzy results of displaying to the 
set of valid values of the respective characteristics.
In presented investigation the assumption that physical and mechanical characteristics o f a 
transversely isotropic medium, including the elastic constants of the second and third orders, are
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unclear due to the spread of the experimental values and are described trapezoidal fuzzy intervals with 
tuPies of reference points (c(j),c(2),cg ),c(;[)) , (cS ,c^ ,cg ,c(4)) is used.
Effective methodic of application of the principle of generalization for the general case of the 
classical function of several variables ~ = f(x1,x2,...,x1,...,xn) is based also on using decomposition by 
a  -level intervals for fuzzy sets of arguments of function [14]:
~ = ^  [y a ,y a L ~i = ^  [xia ,xia ] (16)ae[0,1] a ae[0,1]
y a = in f(f(x *a ,x 2a v ^ X a ) \  ya = sup(f(x !a , x2 a )), 
x*a =e [x.ia ,xia ]
2. Numerical Results
As an example of implementation of described numerically-analytical algorithms of producing 
of fuzzy estimates for the functional characteristics S<cn,c12,cm,cn2) the generation of non-linear 
second harmonic of bulk shear waves in a body from gadolinium (Gd) is investigated. His 
independent dimensionless averaged mechanical characteristics matrix of the second €jq and third
€jql order with a normalizing parameter c* = 1010 Pa presented in [15] and are as follows
^  = 7.669, ^ 2 = 1.883, ^ 3 = 1.553, €33 = 7.081, €44 = 1.862;
=-125.059, €l12 =-19.828, €l13 -3.982, ^ 23 =-5.061, ^ 33 =-23.917, ^ 44 =-5.897, 
^ 55 =-3.931, =-22.422, £ „ 3 =-85.240.
Parameter of density of gadolinium has the value p = 7.895 -103kg and is regarded as a clear 
variable. The elastic constants of the second and third-order c11, c12, c111, c112 in the representation 
of the analyzed function S(cn,c12,cm,c112) in this case are interpreted as a trapezoidal fuzzy intervals 
with reference points
c(q> = 0.9 ■ €jq, c(,2) = 0.95 ■ €jq c(q> = 1.05 ■ €jq c(q> = 1.1. €jq (jq = 11,12); 
j  = 0.9 ■ €jqi j  = 0.95 ■ €jqi j  = 1.05 ■ €jqi j  = 1.1. €jqi (jql = 111,112).
Membership functions for these fuzzy intervals, respectively, are shown in Figures 1 - 4.
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Figure 1. Membership functions for fuzzy intervals characteristics c11
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Figure 2. Membership functions for fuzzy intervals characteristics c1;
Figure 3. Membership functions for fuzzy intervals characteristics |c1
Figure 4. Membership functions for fuzzy intervals characteristics |c112|
As a result of application to the function d(c11,c12,c111,c112)of a heuristic principle of 
generalization in the form of decomposition by a  -level intervals for fuzzy sets of arguments in this 
case its representation is received in the form of a fuzzy set with membership function shown in 
Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Membership functions for fuzzy characteristics d(c11,c12,c111,c112)
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When comparing upper and lower edges of the media for the resulting fuzzy set and the average 
clear value of characteristics #(c!1,€12,€111,£U2) = 0.01271 it can be stated that in general, the estimated 
value of the analyzed variation is characterized by an interval 0.53 •§ < a <  1.54 •§. It can be concluded 
that the modal interval with the maximum of reliability of estimates of the spread in the values of a 
has a form0.66 • § <a<  1.26 • § . The prognosed width of the interval vagueness describes the increase to 
values a  greater than the upper bound of the modal interval almost twice the width of the interval of 
the prognosed vagueness of the decrease of a . The average value af(e11,e12,e111,e112) is 5% less than the 
average value a for the modal interval of fuzzy set.
Conclusions
Thus, in the present study, based on the application of the theory of fuzzy sets to account for 
uncertainties in mathematical models of nonlinear wave processes in deformable elastic bodies using 
heuristic generalization principle of fuzzy estimates for the amplitude levels of nonlinear anharmonic 
perturbations generated in the propagation of linear volume horizontally polarized shear waves in 
transversely isotropic elastic arrays are obtained. The results can be used as elements of the theoretical 
basis of elastic wave theory in improving technology of geoacoustics, of ultrasonic diagnosis, 
ultrasonic non-destructive testing.
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